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Chandigarh, January 6:- The whole of Chandigarh and people from 

adjoining states of Punjab, Haryana and Himachal Pradesh is all set 

to participate in the Maiden Chandigarh Marathon, a mega tourism 
sports event of Chandigarh Administration scheduled on January 31 

being organized by the Department of Sports and supported by 

Department of Tourism. Chandigarh marathon is being organized in 

association with Running and Living Infotainment, an organization 
which is already organizing Marathon across various states in the 

country. The underlying theme of the event is to run for the spirit of 

Chandigarh and it will indeed be a great occasion for thousands of 

participants to run in the most picturesque city in the country. 
Chandigarh has everything that a runner would want- broad roads, 

scenic environment and wonderful climate of January.  

  International and Indian athlete will compete for the prize 

money in the half and full Marathon runs along with other long 

distance running enthusiasts shall join them amidst cheering groups 
and bands along the race track, making this an experience to engage 

not just the whole of Chandigarh but to go beyond and be one of the 

most innovative experience to make all communities run as a mass 

for harmony and the spirit of Chandigarh. 
Running and living infotainment having a vast experience in 

organizing Marathon would make first Chandigarh Marathon a world 

class experience as this would be a great run for runners, by runners 

and a great event for the city. According to Home Secretary, Ram 
Niwas, “Chandigarh Marathon has been enlisted as an annual feature 

of the Chandigarh Administration and is optimistic that Chandigarh 

with its beauty, broad flat roads, pleasant weather, pollution free 

environment and sporty culture will make the first marathon of 

Chandigarh as the best Marathon in the country. He further asserted 
that though it’s the first venture of Administration but in the coming 

years we will take it to heights.”  

The Chandigarh Marathon will grab everyone's attention with 

Celebrities quotient has been expected. The participation of 
Bollywood celebrities like Kiran Kher, Gul Panag, giving a glamorous 

look to the event and will also be joined by renowned players from 

sports fraternity like Milkha Singh, Kapil Dev and other eminent 

personalities. The participation of Chandigarh Administration with 
Rahul Verghese in organizing Chandigarh Marathon is also worth 

appreciating as he has now run 30 marathons across the world with 

a target of running 50, with one in each continent. According to M.L 



Sharma Director Sports UT, “We want every runner to feel special as 

their will be medal and certificate for each participant as they cross 

the finish line”. A thousand of people are expected to stand at 
various points along the Marathon route and cheer the runners. 

People belonging to different culture, Senior citizens, young, old, 

army personnel are expected to participate in the marathon with 

enormous zeal. A good number of queries are pouring in from all 
across the India to participate in Chandigarh Marathon.  

According to the Finance Secretary, Sanjay Kumar, “The 

countdown to Chandigarh Marathon has started and we ensure that 

people of all age group will enthusiastically participate in this 
venture. To facilitate registration, the forms are made available 

online and offline”. The marathon will consist of 3 separate events: 

Full Marathon, Half Marathon and 5 Km Run. While the Full and half 

Marathon is for International and National athletes, the major 
attraction of the event will be 5 Km run which would have maximum 

number of participation in terms of youth, school students, senior 

citizens, old, army personnel etc. The special feature of the event 

will be a world class Marathon expo where runners will get great 

information on different aspects of running and staying injury free, 
will get great deals on sports gear with Reebok - the Running Shoes 

Partner, and will also have great deals on Running And Living T 

shirts, Shorts, Underwear and Water Bottle belts – all essential gear 

for running. Elemention Gym – the fitness Partner will get runners to 
experience a world class gym. More partners are signing up and this 

will be a place to come to for information, deals, and definitely to 

pick up the race chest numbers and the goodie bag. 

The registration forms for the Marathon will be available at 
Lake Club, Information Center, Sector 17 Plaza, CGA Gym and also at 

some branches of ICICI Bank in Chandigarh, Mohali and Panchkula. 

The registration could be done online too. The last date for the 

registration is January 20, 2010. All safety measures will be taken 

for conducting the event smoothly. A thorough medical examination 
will be done of all the participants as per the stipulated rules and 

regulations. The Administration is also exploring possibility of group 

insurance of the participants. 

The prize money amounting up to Rs 6 lakh will be awarded to 
the winner and first runner up of Full Marathon Open, Full Marathon 

Indian Athletes, Half Marathon Open and Full Marathon Indian 

Athletes whereas medals and certificates will be awarded to all 

finishers and participants respectively.  
 


